












 

 

 Argument Against Measure R  
 
Vote No on R - Developers’ dream. Residents’ nightmare. A blank check, it removes voter control of 
height limit protections now in Measure P.  It opens the door to unrestrained growth in Downtown, 
Hillsdale and Hayward Park station areas, 25th Avenue, and much of El Camino Real. 
 
Measure R was written by real estate development interests to exempt themselves from the 
city’s rules. It’s designed to confuse and deceive, pretending to protect neighborhoods and champion 
affordable housing. In reality, it spurs market rate development and more luxury housing, accelerating 
gentrification.   
 
Measure R hinders production of urgently needed affordable housing. It provides a loophole for 
excluding affordable housing from market rate developments - a ‘buy out’ with no guarantee affordable 
units will ever be built. 
 
Measure R undermines the General Plan. It allows critical changes to heights and densities in key 
development areas without voter approval.  Even after a new General Plan is adopted, the City Council 
can override any agreed upon development standards, effectively rendering the update process irrelevant 
with years of public input wasted. 
 
Measure R rewards developers and eliminates public benefit.  It allows maximum building heights, 
yet takes away community benefits currently required for these larger developments. 
 
Measure R fails to accurately identify targeted development areas. The map is illegible and in conflict 
with the boundary descriptions. Both are seriously flawed.  Inadequately defining the very crux of this 
measure, it misleads voters and grants final power to determine boundaries to three City Council votes. 
 
Measure R is an all around bad deal. Measure R is not about neighborhood protection or affordable 
housing.  Don’t be fooled by the slick mailers designed to mislead, confuse, charm or alarm you. It is 
about money and power. Bankrolled by real estate development interests, it’s a self-serving power play.  
Money talks. 
Vote NO on R. 
 
 
 
/s/  Keith Weber       August 13, 2020 
 Affordable Housing Professional (Ret.) 
 
/s/ Dianne Whitaker, AIA      August 13, 2020 
 Former Planning Commissioner 
 
/s/ Thomas Morgan, CPA       August 13, 2020 
 Member, Measure S Oversight Committee 
 
/s/ Virginia McIsaac       August 13, 2020 
 Board Director, San Mateo Park Neighborhood Association  
 
/s/ Garrett Rice        August 13, 2020 
 Former Public Works Commissioner  
 


